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With the outbreak of the Second World War,
it became increasingly obvious that Somerset
was in a key location to ensure the forward
and coastal defence of the Bristol Channel
and its associated ports and industries. This
book gives a unique overview of the naval
and maritime activities on the waterway and
explains their significance to the national war
effort.
Somerset’s contribution to the Bristol
Channel defences are explained in depth
bringing the interpretation of archaeological
evidence together other documentation and
the wealth of records in the National
Archives. Not only are the anti-invasion
defences, like the pillboxes and barbed wire
on the beaches or coast artillery are discussed
but also the activities like the denial
measures and saboteurs and spy systems that
were set up in case the Germans managed to
occupy coastal areas.
The threat from the air is covered in some detail and includes RAF Fighter Command
activities, radars, searchlights, anti-aircraft guns and rockets together with the secret
electronic warfare activities including radio counter measures against Luftwaffe bombers,
bombing decoys and camouflage. The numerous other wartime military activities along the
coastline are also discussed.
In this volume, the three authors, all members of the Society, have for the first time brought
together not only the archaeological interpretations of the surviving infrastructure but have
blended it with the documentary evidence of the perceived threats, the organisations, plans
and procedures that were implemented, many of which were secret, and added both technical
and military expertise to explain in simple terms with pictures, maps, diagrams and glossary
just how much Somerset contributed to defending the Bristol Channel in the Second World
War.
112 pages, 64 maps, diagrammes and illustrations, many in colour. Fully indexed with a
comprehensive glossary of terms. A4 format.
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